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Weills give $185M for neuroscience
Donation to found UCSF
institute likely largest
ever for county resident
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

SAN FRANCISCO — Philanthropists Sandy and Joan Weill
on Monday announced a $185
million donation for a new neuroscience institute at UC San
Francisco, the largest donation
in the school’s history.

The Sonoma County couple,
whose $12 million donation in
2014 made possible the completion of the Weill Hall concert
space at Sonoma State University, now are helping to establish UCSF’s Weill Institute for
Neurosciences. Construction of
a $316 million facility to house
the institute is expected to begin
next year in San Francisco at
the Mission Bay campus south
of AT&T Park.
The donation appears to be
the largest ever made by resi-

dents of Sonoma County. University representatives also
characterized it as among the
largest ever for brain research
in the United States.
The Weills, who split their
time between California and
New York, said they hope their
gift will spur key advances for
some medical disciplines that
haven’t received the sort of financial backing given to cancer
and cardiovascular research.

Sanford and
Joan Weill
pause in front
of the Sandler
Neurosciences
Research
Building at
UCSF, to which
they are giving
$185 million
to establish
a neuroscience
institute.
CHRISTOPHER CHUNG
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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WINE INDUSTRY » In effort to update Prohibition-era laws,
Thompson pushes for overhaul of federal excise tax code

Big breaks bubbling up

Dems
call for
$1.3B for
housing
Proposal would use tax
windfall to shelter state’s
workers, homeless
By ALISON NOON
ASSOCIATED PRESS

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

SPARKING WINE IN MIND: Moe Sampson, who traveled from the East Coast to California for a hiking excursion, samples sparkling wine Monday at Korbel Champagne
Cellars in Guerneville. Bipartisan legislation prosed by Rep. Mike Thompson particularly would benefit producers of sparkling wines by lowering their federal tax liability.
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

N

orth Coast Rep. Mike Thompson proposed a series of federal tax breaks
Monday for the U.S. wine industry, including a proposal to slash a tax on sparkling
wine that has lingered since the aftermath of
Prohibition.
The St. Helena Democrat, who owns a vineyard in Lake County, teamed up with Rep. Dave
Reichert, R-Wash., to propose a sweeping overhaul of the laws that brought in $1.07 billion in
federal excise taxes from the U.S. wine industry
during the last fiscal year.
Thompson and Reichert contend the bipartisan legislation will help spur new and innovative products by modernizing federal excise
taxes on wine. While the cost of their bill has
not yet been calculated, it would provide a major benefit for the North Coast wine industry,

which harvested $1.1 billion in
wine grapes for the 2015 vintage.
“The tax code should not be
an impediment to growth and
innovation,” Thompson said in
a statement.
The legislation would be especially helpful to producers
Mike
of sparkling wine. Thompson’s
Thompson
bill would reduce federal excise taxes on sparkling wine to $1.07 a gallon,
the tax rate for still wine, down from $3.40 a gallon, where it has stood since 1955.
“We are being taxed at three times the rate. ...
The only reason is that we have bubbles in the
wine,” said Gary Heck, owner of Korbel Champagne Cellars in Guerneville. “It hits your bottom line pretty hard.”
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TRIMMING TAXES
ON WINE INDUSTRY
North Coast Rep. Mike Thompson’s
tax bill would do the following:
■ Lower the federal excise tax
that sparkling wine producers pay,
making it on par with taxes imposed
on still wine.
■ Allow wines that are slightly
carbonated to be taxed at the lowest
federal rate of $1.07 per gallon.
■ Increase the level of alcohol-byvolume per bottle that producers can
pay under the lowest federal excise
rate. The increase would go from
14 percent to 16 percent.
■ Change the tax credit that small
producers receive so that all wineries
will now be eligible.

Cruz, Kasich pact fraying from start
By ALEXANDER BURNS
AND MATT FLEGENHEIMER
NEW YORK TIMES

The temporary alliance between Sen. Ted Cruz and Gov.
John Kasich of Ohio, formed to
deny Donald Trump the Republican presidential nomination,
was already fraying almost to
the point of irrelevance Monday, only hours after it was announced to great fanfare.
With the pact, in which the
two candidates agreed to cede
forthcoming primary states to
each other — Kasich would,
most crucially, stand down in

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Republican presidential candidates Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, left, and Ohio
Gov. John Kasich agreed to cede forthcoming primary states to each
other in an effort to defeat Donald Trump.
Indiana’s primary on May 3 to
give Cruz a better chance to defeat Trump there, while Cruz
would leave Oregon and New
Mexico to Kasich. It appeared to

be a measure of last resort, but
initially it seemed like a breakthrough.
Cruz trumpeted what he
called the “big news” in Indiana,

a state that appears pivotal to
stopping Trump from winning
a majority of delegates. “John
Kasich has decided to pull out
of Indiana to give us a headto-head contest with Donald
Trump,” the Texas senator said.
But at his own campaign stop
in Philadelphia on Monday, Kasich tamped down Cruz’s triumphalism. Voters in Indiana,
Kasich said, “ought to vote for
me,” even if he would not be
campaigning publicly there. He
added, “I don’t see this as any
big deal.”
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SACRAMENTO — Democratic lawmakers called Monday for
California to spend $1.3 billion
next year to help workers afford
housing and to shelter homeless
people in response to the growing statewide issue.
“People literally cannot afford
to live where they work, and
some folks can’t afford to live
in any community at all,” said
Assemblyman Tony Thurmond,
D-Richmond.
COUNTY PLAN
He and Assemblyman Da- TO HOUSE VETS
vid Chiu, D-San Supervisors
F r a n c i s c o , look to address
were
flanked homelessness
by nine oth- with SR site for
er Democrat- families / A3
ic legislators,
including Speaker Anthony
Rendon of Paramount, as they
announced their proposal to
use an unexpected tax windfall
to address what they termed a
housing crisis.
In January, Senate Democrats, joined by some Republicans, proposed a $2 billion bond
measure to build permanent
housing to help the nation’s
largest homeless population.
Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown
was noncommittal on supporting either plan before budget
negotiations get underway next
month.
“We have heard loud and
clear that, if it’s a priority of
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